
Your dog doesn’t have to be limping to be out of balance. There’s 
such a thing as your dog having internal imbalances, which can be 
the result of a poor diet and an unhealthy lifestyle. Eastern food ther-
apy (EFT) aims to fix internal imbalances, so your dog can become 
its healthiest and happiest self.

WHAT IS EASTERN FOOD
THERAPY (EFT)?

EFT has been used for thousands of years stemming from the belief 
that food is medicine. It is based upon the understanding that when 
an illness occurs it means that there is an imbalance somewhere in 
the body. To bring the body back into balance, EFT practitioners 
assess 5 primary indicators; 1) a dog’s tongue, 2) eye clarity, 3) 
behaviour, 4) personality and 5) overall health; to determine the 
RIGHT natural diet for them. 

EFT practitioners know specific foods have different energies (warm, 
neutral and cool), which aid in balancing out certain physical or 
mental health conditions. 

WARM, NEUTRAL AND COOL…
WHAT IS YOUR DOG? 

Just like our foods have different energies or “temperatures” our 
dogs do too. Your dog can be either warm, cool or neutral. 

WARM: Dogs with warm energy are likely to have dry skin, recur-
ring hot spots and have an aggressive temperament. 

COOL: Dogs with cool energy are more susceptible to catching vi-
ruses and frequent colds and are more likely to be lazy and lethargic 
temperament. 

NEUTRAL: A healthy dog has neutral energy and they are happy, 
athletic and alert. 

Dogs with warm or cool energy are imbalanced and more likely to 
get sick or develop a chronic illness. If your dog falls into the warm 
or cool category, you’re in luck because with the help of EFT you 
can bring your dog back to a healthy, neutral energy through the 
RIGHT quality whole foods.

The benefits of eating the RIGHT “temperature” dog food
To create harmony and bring the body back into balance we feed a 
diet that will counterbalance a dogs temperature.

Give Cooling Food: Dogs
with warm energy need cooling
energy foods. Protein sources that
have cool energy are pork, rabbit and fish. 

Give Warming Food: Dogs with cool energy need to eat warm 
energy protein sources like chicken, lamb and eggs. 

What about Neutral?: If a dog is neutral or in balance then a 
neutral diet such as beef or bison or an equal blend of warming and 
cooling food will keep them in balance.

Note: Once a dog is started on the right “temperature” diet for 
them, pet parents will begin to see their dog becoming more energet-
ic and active as their body starts to naturally heal. 

The benefits to eating based on the principles that EFT uses are 
endless for your dog, but it would be difficult and time-consuming to 
figure out all there is to know about the right “temperature” foods to 
give your pup. Luckily, Side By Side has got your back. 

Side By Side’s line of Warming, Cooling and Neutral dog food is 
veterinary-formulated and made with your dog’s health in mind. 
Our dog food is made with whole food, natural ingredients, and it’s 
freeze-dried for maximum nutrition. Also, each “temperature” dog 
food is color-coded, so you can feel confident that you’re feeding 
your dog the right food for them! 

HOW DO I KNOW WHAT TEMPERATURE MY 
DOG IS? 

Side by Side has a patented pet health assessment mobile app with a 
short questionnaire that will tell you the temperature of your dog as 
well as exactly what food is right for your dog. 

Find out your dog’s temperature and get them into balance today 
using Eastern Food Therapy! Start your dog’s health journey with 
Side By Side!
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EASTERN FOOD THERAPY: 
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FOR YOUR DOG

Whole Foods that Nourish & Balance!



The Patented Side by Side Pet Health Assessment System is an easy-to-use fun questionnaire 

that can be completed right in a store using our QR code that is found on the shelf talker, 

checkout counter tent card, back of packaging or on our special assessment pad provided to 

stores. 

Using this data, the pet owner receives a personalized answer assessing whether their pet’s 

body is in neutral (balanced), warm (needs cooling food) or cool (needs warming food). As 

each temperature requires a specific formula to bring the dog into balance, the pet owner is 

empowered to know not only how to select the BEST food, but the RIGHT food for their dog.

The Assessment is Based upon 5 Categories:

 1.  Color of the dog’s tongue

 2. Eye clarity

3. Behavior

 4. Personality

BRIGHT PINK

PINK WITH A SLIGHT  
WHITE LAYER

BRIGHT, ALERT  
& RESPONSIVE

CLEAR WITH WHITE  
SCLERA (WHITE PART)

CALM

HAPPY & UPBEAT,  
NOT ANXIOUS

CAN SLEEP COMFORTABLY 
ANYWHERE

STANDS WITH STRONG  
ATHLETIC POSTURE

STRONG STOMACH

ATHLETIC & ACTIVE

LIGHT PINK

PURPLISH PINK

CONSTANT TEARING,  
WATERY EYES

SLIGHTLY HAZY, DULL  
OR WATER APPEARANCE

HIGH STRUNG  
& FEARFUL

TIMID & FEARFUL

TENDS TO LIE  
IN SUN

SLOW, LAZY OR  
“DOWN” DEMEANOR

CATCHES COLDS/ 
VIRUSES EASILY

HATES COLD  
WEATHER

1.1. Tongue 2. Eyes 3. Personality 4. Behavior 5. Health

Indicators include: Pacing, panting, 
itching, seasonal allergies, laying in 

cold places, a bright red tongue

Indicators include: Happy, athletic, 
active, has clear eyes, a nice pink 

tongue and a strong stomach

Indicators include: Seeks warmth, has a 
light pink or pale tongue, drools, has less 
of an appetite & appears to lack energy

Dietary Recommendation
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Now calculate which category this dog falls into. Count up how many of  
each color you checked off, and that will tell you which diet this dog needs.

RED ALONG  
EDGES

RED

YELLOW/ISH  
SCLERA

SUNKEN & DRY  
APPEARANCE

HIGH STRUNG  
& AGGRESSIVE

HAS SEPARATION  
ANXIETY

PREFERS THE SHADE,  
PANTS OFTEN

SKIN: EXCESSIVELY DRY  
OR HOT TO THE TOUCH

JOINT PAIN &  
RECURRING HOT SPOTS

EAR/EYE AILMENT  
OR FREQUENT UTI’S

COOLING DIET
For pets that run warm

NEUTRAL DIET
For pets that are just right

WARMING DIET
For pets that run cool

If you checked:

Feed a

Dog’s Name:

LET’S DIG IN & LEARN MORE ABOUT YOUR FUR BABY!
Use this easy 5-part assessment to find the best diet for each dog.Use this easy 5-part assessment to find the best diet for each dog.

1.1.  Check off the description that best fits the dog in each   Check off the description that best fits the dog in each   
category (tongue, eyes, etc.)category (tongue, eyes, etc.)

2.2.  When you’re finished, see the Dietary Recommendation  When you’re finished, see the Dietary Recommendation 
section below.section below.

If you checked: If you checked:

Feed a Feed a

 WARM, COOL or NEUTRAL?
Find the best recipe that will Nourish 

and Balance your dog.

Scan the QR Code!

Mobile Access

WARM, COOL, or NEUTRAL?
Find the best recipe that will Nourish 

and Balance your dog

Scan the QR Code!

In-Store Assessment Sheet

Online Assessment


